Peter Berry toeplate.............................. #TP-PB-1-B or I
Peter Berry style toeplate, from the school of Dauphin
(Lebanon) County. Berry worked until 1795, and his pieces
are similar in design to those of Martin Shell.
#TP-PB-1-B
toeplate, brass
only $4.25
#TP-PB-1-I
toeplate, iron
only $4.25

#TP-PB-1-(B or I)
.064” thick
brass or iron

Tennessee toeplate.............................#TP-TC-TN-B or I
This simple toeplate with finger shaped finial is typical of
those found on Tennessee and Southern Mountain rifles  
rifles  with hand forged furniture.  
#TP-TC-TN-B
toeplate, brass
only $3.19
#TP-TC-TN-I
toeplate, iron
only $2.99
Hawken toeplate beaver tail finial....#TP-TC-H-B, I or S
For Hawken, Dimick, Saint Louis, and Plains rifles.
#TP-TC-H-B
toeplate, brass
only $3.29
#TP-TC-H-I
toeplate, iron
only $2.99
#TP-TC-H-S
toeplate, nickel silver
only $4.29

#TP-TC-TN-B or I
.064” thick
brass or iron
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#TP-TC-H-B, I or S
.064” thick
brass, iron, or nickel

Early wide toeplate.................................#TP-PA-3-B or I
Wide early toeplate with a bulb end, easily reshaped to
any desired finial. Suited to a wide buttplate.  
#TP-PA-3-B
toeplate, brass
only $4.29
#TP-PA-3-I
toeplate, iron
only $4.29
Original Hawken toeplates.................#TP-Hawk-1 to 4-I
Copies of original toeplates found on Hawken fullstocks,
halfstocks, and Gemmer rifles. Made of .064” steel, only.
#TP-Hawk-1-I
toeplate, iron
only $5.50
#TP-Hawk-2-I
toeplate, iron
only $5.50
#TP-Hawk-3-I
toeplate, iron
only $5.50
#TP-Hawk-4-I
toeplate, iron
only $5.50
Rupp style toeplate..............................#TP-TC-R-B or S
A short, simple toeplate with a  pointed finial sometimes
used by the Rupp family, and the Allentown - Bethlehem,
Lehigh Valley longrifle makers.  
#TP-TC-R-B
toeplate, brass
only $3.19
#TP-TC-R-S
toeplate, nickel
only $4.29
Toeplate, with piercings.......................#TP-TC-A-B or S
Made in the style of John Armstrong, of Maryland, one of
America’s most prolific and artistic longrifle makers. Pierced
toeplates are an extra fancy touch. Carefully inlet heart
shaped islands of wood, glue in heart shaped wood inserts,
or solder in our perfect fit inlays of brass or silver.
#TP-TC-A-B
toeplate, brass
only $4.29
#TP-TC-A-S
toeplate, nickel silver
only $5.59
#IN-Heart-1-B
heart inlay, brass
only $ .85
#IN-Heart-1-S
heart inlay, nickel silver
only $1.10

#TP-Hawk-1-I
.064” thick
iron
#TP-PA-3-B or I
.064” thick
brass or iron
#TP-Hawk-2-I
.064” thick
iron
#TP-TC-R-B or S
.051” thick
brass or nickel

#TP-Hawk-3-I
.064” thick
iron

#TP-Hawk-4-I
.064” thick
iron
Screws & Tools for toeplates.....................#Screw-6x1/2
Use our unplated steel screws to mount your toeplate.
Our 1/4” countersink is perfect for a #6 screw.
#Screw-6x1/2
wood screw, #6 x 1/2”
$ .20
#Drill-25
bit to clear #6 screw
$1.99
#Drill-CS-82-4
countersink, 1/4”, 82o, #6
$7.29

#TP-TC-A-(B or S)
.051” thick
brass or nickel
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